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Forecast 
NIFTY / SENSEX 
 

Nifty has witnessed some consolidation near the 24300 zone halting the rally and with bias maintained 
positive, the index can carry on with the positive move further ahead once a decisive breach above 24400 level 
is confirmed. The important support of 24000 level shall be maintained intact and sustaining above that one 
can anticipate for further gains in the coming days . Sensex also has been hovering near the 80000 zone since 
the last few sessions and would need to break above 1.61% retracement level of  80700 zone for continuation 
of the uptrend. On the downside the 20 DMA level near 78200 shall remain as the strong support zone below 
which the trend shall turn weak. The support for the day is seen at 24200 levels while the resistance is seen at 
24500 levels. 
 
 
 

BANKNIFTY / BANKEX 
 

BankNifty resisting near the 53300 zone, has slipped with some profit booking witnessed and has the near-
term support at 52000 levels which needs to be sustained to maintain the positive bias as of now. A decisive 
breach above 53350 zone shall trigger for further rise, with target of 55100 level visible to regain strength. 
Bankex has taken a halt near 60300 zone finding resisting since the last 3 sessions and has been in 
consolidation with support maintained near 20 DMA level of 58800 zone with overall bias maintained strong as 
of now. BankNifty would have the daily range of 52300-53200 levels, , with Bankex support at 59500 and 
resistance at 60500 levels. 

Stock Ideas with Trend Reversal 
Positive –     CHMABER FERT, DABUR, EMAMI LTD, EXIDE IND, GODREJCP, GSFC, JUBLFOOD,  

                 KANSAI NERO, MCDOWELL COM, NAM INDIA, WIPRO 
 

Negative –    AARTI IND, ADANI PORTS, AMNUJA CEMENT, ASIAN PAINT, HEIDELBERG, INDIA MART,   

                  INDIGO, INDUS TOWER, MARUTI, TATA CHEM, TATA COMM, TCS 

Nifty / BankNifty / Sensex / Bankex - Daily Technical Levels 

Indices Closing Trend Reversal 2 Sup 1 Sup Pivot 1 Res 2 Res 

Nifty 24320.55 11 24290 24198 24259 24302 24363 24406 

Bank Nifty 52425.80 -3 53104 51997 52211 52461 52676 52925 

Sensex 79960.38 11 79920 79584 79772 79920 80108 80255 

Bankex 60089.93 -7 60391 57411 58751 57879 59218 58347 

Disclaimer: Investment in securities market are subject to market risks, read all the related documents carefully before investing. 
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